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BEGINNER UNIT 10 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 124



Beginner Unit 10 (21 activity (ies) 01:30:05) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello. Can I help you, sir? 2 2 2



Can I speak to Mr. Adams, please? Is Mr. Adams in his office? I would like to see Mr. Adams, please.



2



Do you have an appointment? Yes, I have an appointment. I have an appointment. No, I do not have an appointment.



3



Mr. Adams is not free now. Please take a seat. O.K., I can wait. Do I wait here? Thank you, I can wait.



4



3 3 3



4 4 4



Yes, please.



Would you like a cup of coffee? Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Thanks, I would like to drink a cup of coffee. No thanks, I don't drink coffee.
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5



Mr. Adams can speak to you now. 6 6 6



Where is his office, please? Thank you. He can speak to me now, good.



6



His office is at the end of the corridor. On the right side of the corridor? Is it on the right? At the end of the corridor on the right?



7



No, it isn't. No, it isn't. No, it isn't.



7 7 7



It's the room on the left. Thank you. Fine, on the left. O.K., on the left.



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. meeting office



2



appointment room



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to help to talk



to assist to speak



Word Pronunciation [14 word(s)] appointment corridor free to have to help to like now office on the left on the right please sir to speak to wait
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Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



'Can': ability and likelihood



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to be able to) you (to be able to)



you can



he (to be able to)



he can



she (to be able to)



she can



it (to be able to)



it can



we (to be able to)



we can



they (to be able to)



they can



'Can': ability and likelihood



2



I can



Modal auxiliaries



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I can (to wait)



I can wait



she can (to speak)



she can speak



they can (to see)



they can see



you can (to drink)



you can drink



it can (to wait)



it can wait



he can (to help)



he can help



we can (to speak)



we can speak



'Can': ability and likelihood
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 an appointment a corridor a seat a room an office



2 a cup of coffee a corridor a seat an office an appointment



The Right Word with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



Do you have an appointment? speak wait The verb 'to have'



2



Please take a seat. drink wait



3



Please take a seat. corridor office



4



Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. can need 'Would like': expressing wishes
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5



Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. speak wait 'Would like': expressing wishes



6



It's the room on the left. at over



7



Is it on the right? at over



Sentence Practice [10 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I can speak to Mr. Adams. I can help you.



Can I help you?



You can speak to Mr. Adams.



Can you speak to Mr. Adams?



I can wait.



Can I wait?



Questions without interrogative words



2



Can I speak to Mr. Adams?



'Can': ability and likelihood



Modal auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I can speak to Mr. Adams.



Can I speak to Mr. Adams?



I can have an appointment.



Can I have an appointment?



You can see.



Can you see?



I can speak.



Can I speak?



Questions without interrogative words
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3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Can they see?



Yes, they can see.



Can he speak?



Yes, he can speak.



Can she have an appointment?



Yes, she can have an appointment.



Can it wait?



Yes, it can wait.



Questions without interrogative words



4



Modal auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You have an appointment.



Do you have an appointment?



I wait here.



Do I wait here?



You drink coffee.



Do you drink coffee?



I speak to Mr. Adams.



Do I speak to Mr. Adams?



Questions without interrogative words



5



'Can': ability and likelihood



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I wait here.



Do I wait here?



You drink coffee.



Do you drink coffee?



You have an appointment.



Do you have an appointment?



You see Mr. Adams.



Do you see Mr. Adams?



Questions without interrogative words
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You have an appointment. I drink coffee.



Do I drink coffee?



You wait here.



Do you wait here?



You speak to Mr. Adams.



Do you speak to Mr. Adams?



Questions without interrogative words



7



Do you have an appointment?



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I see Mr. Adams.



I would like to see Mr. Adams.



You speak to Mr. Adams.



You would like to speak to Mr. Adams. You'd like to speak to Mr. Adams.



I have an appointment.



I would like to have an appointment. I'd like to have an appointment.



He drinks a cup of coffee.



He would like to drink a cup of coffee. He'd like to drink a cup of coffee.



'Would like': expressing wishes



8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I see Mr. Adams.



I would like to see Mr. Adams.



They have an appointment.



They would like to have an appointment. They'd like to have an appointment.



She waits here.



She would like to wait here. She'd like to wait here.



We speak to Mr. Adams.



We would like to speak to Mr. Adams. We'd like to speak to Mr. Adams.



'Would like': expressing wishes
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9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You would like a cup of coffee.



Would you like a cup of coffee?



You would like to drink a cup of coffee.



Would you like to drink a cup of coffee?



He would like to wait.



Would he like to wait?



She would like an appointment.



Would she like an appointment?



'Would like': expressing wishes



10



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You have an appointment.



Do you have an appointment?



They would like to wait.



Would they like to wait?



He speaks to Mr. Adams.



Does he speak to Mr. Adams?



She can see the office.



Can she see the office?



'Would like': expressing wishes



Questions without interrogative words



Sentence Pronunciation [21 sentence(s)] Can I speak to Mr. Adams, please? Is Mr. Adams in his office? I would like to see Mr. Adams, please. Yes, I have an appointment. I have an appointment. No, I do not have an appointment. O.K., I can wait. Do I wait here? Thank you, I can wait. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Thanks, I would like to drink a cup of coffee. No thanks, I don't drink coffee. Where is his office, please? Thank you. He can speak to me now, good. On the right side of the corridor? Is it on the right? At the end of the corridor on the right? Thank you. Fine, on the left. O.K., on the left.
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Word Pronunciation [10 word(s)] boss current description to manage product designer project to promote responsibility superior team



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello, I'm Jeff Davids, the new Product Designer. I'm looking for Sam Robinson. I'm Sam Robinson. That's me, pleased to meet you. Hello, I'm Sam Robinson.



2



Nice to meet you, Sam. Nice to meet you, too. Nice to meet you, Sam.



2 2 2



Could I ask you some questions about your job? 3 3 3



Yes, go ahead! I'd like to tell you about my job. Of course, I'll present my position to you.



3



What is your job description? My title is Product Manager. I'm a manager in Product Development. The job description is Product Manager.



4



4 4 4



So, do you manage the Product Development team? Yes, but I occasionally work in Marketing. I sometimes work in Marketing. My main responsibility is the Product Development team.
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5



Is the whole team your responsibility? 6 6 6



Yes, but my boss is Mr. Graham. And Mr. Graham is my superior. The whole team is my responsibility, yes.



6



How many people are in the team? There are 15 of us. It's a team of 12 people. The team is made up of 10 people.



7



When do you start work every day? I always arrive at 8 o'clock. We often get to work by 8:30. Well, I'm usually here by 8.



8



8 8 8



Oh, I didn't know!



9 9 9



Sounds interesting!



10 10 10



What are your current projects? We're currently marketing a new scanner. I'm promoting a new scanner. Our current project is to promote a new scanner.



10



I never start work that early! I never start work that early! I never start work that early!



And is this your office here? Or is it the Sales team's? It's theirs. This is mine. In fact, it's yours.



9



7 7 7



Excellent, thank you for your time! You're welcome. No problem. Don't mention it.



Sentence Pronunciation [18 sentence(s)] Hello, I'm Sam Robinson. I'd like to tell you about my job. My title is Product Manager.
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I'm a manager in Product Development. Yes, but I occasionally work in Marketing. I sometimes work in Marketing. My main responsibility is the Product Development team. Yes, but my boss is Mr. Graham. And Mr. Graham is my superior. The whole team is my responsibility, yes. There are 15 of us. It's a team of 12 people. The team is made up of 10 people. I always arrive at 8 o'clock. Well, I'm usually here by 8. We're currently marketing a new scanner. I'm promoting a new scanner. Our current project is to promote a new scanner.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 8:30 9:00 12:00 11:30 7:30



2 a scanner a job a team a boss an office



3 a team a scanner a product a job a boss
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The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



Of course, I'll present my position to you. desk responsibility marketing



2



The job title is Product Manager. team position superior



3



My main responsibility is the Product Development team. superior person description



4



Do you manage the Product Development team? arrive get to sell



5



I'm promoting a new scanner. market arriving present The present continuous The simple present and the present continuous



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



'Can': perception and knowledge
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Grammar Practice [5 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (in / on) Wednesday



on Wednesday



(in / at) the afternoon



in the afternoon



(on / at) five o'clock



at five o'clock



(in / on) the weekend



on the weekend



(in / at) September



in September



(on / at) May 31



on May 31



(in / at) night



at night



Prepositions of time



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I can (to call)



I can call



you can (to phone)



you can phone



he can (to spell)



he can spell



she can (to speak)



she can speak



it can (to talk)



it can talk



we can (to work)



we can work



they can (to call back)



they can call back



'Can': ability and likelihood
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3



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I can



I can't



you can



you can't you cannot



he can



he can't he cannot



she can



she can't she cannot



it can



it can't it cannot



we can



we can't we cannot



they can



they can't they cannot



Modal auxiliaries



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to stay (on / at) a hotel



to stay at a hotel



a conference (at / in) Boston



a conference in Boston



to arrive (at / on) the Boston train station



to arrive at the Boston train station



to land (at / in) the Boston airport



to land at the Boston airport



the hotel (on / in) Lincoln Avenue



the hotel on Lincoln Avenue



to land (on / in) Los Angeles



to land in Los Angeles



the train station (on / at) 45th Street



the train station on 45th Street



Prepositions of place
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to stay (on / at) a hotel



to stay at a hotel



a hotel (on / in) New York



a hotel in New York



a room (in / on) a hotel



a room in a hotel



to arrive (at / on) the Miami airport



to arrive at the Miami airport



to stay (at / on) your hotel



to stay at your hotel



conference facilities (on / in) a hotel



conference facilities in a hotel



the train station (on / at) Kennedy Drive



the train station on Kennedy Drive



Prepositions of place



Phonetics Exercise [6 phoneme(s)]



f



office front from far beautiful



f



first fine France office fair fat barefoot for



ow



know



don't alone no October



¯



but under monkey uncle butterfly



B



small all



ow



hello oh only hope so also



Word Pronunciation [12 word(s)] feeling first meeting then to believe to come to do to forget to happen to learn to start to talk
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello. Can I help you, sir? Can I speak to Mr. Adams, please? Is Mr. Adams in his office? I would like to see Mr. Adams, please.



2



2 2 2



Do you have an appointment? Yes, I have an appointment. I have an appointment. No, I do not have an appointment.



3



Mr. Adams is not free now. Please take a seat. O.K., I can wait. Do I wait here? Thank you, I can wait.



4



3 3 3



4 4 4



Yes, please.



Would you like a cup of coffee? 5 5 5



Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Thanks, I would like to drink a cup of coffee. No thanks, I don't drink coffee.



5



Mr. Adams can speak to you now. 6 6 6



Where is his office, please? Thank you. He can speak to me now, good.



6



His office is at the end of the corridor. On the right side of the corridor? Is it on the right? At the end of the corridor on the right?
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No, it isn't. No, it isn't. No, it isn't.



7 7 7
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7



It's the room on the left. Thank you. Fine, on the left. O.K., on the left.



Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



The First Americans Asia / Ice Age / Bering Strait / bridge / Paleoindians / hunters and gatherers / migrations / Native Americans / Iroquois / longhouses



A Native American tepee The first Americans arrived from Asia more than 20,000 years ago during the Ice Age. At that time, the Bering Strait was a land bridge between Asia and Alaska. The first humans to arrive in the Americas came across this bridge in search of food. These people are often called the Paleoindians. They were hunters and gatherers who followed large animals such as giant bison, moose and caribou. These migrations lasted until the end of the Ice Age. Before long, the now Native Americans had settled large areas of both American continents and their way of life had changed to suit their new environment. People of the northeastern woodlands, called the Iroquois, built 'longhouses', developed agriculture and hunted game such as deer and rabbit. The Plains Indians, who lived in the vast prairies known as the Great Plains, followed the migration of bison and lived in tepees. In the Southwest, the Hopi, possibly the oldest established people in North America, lived in terraced houses made of stone, and created a complex system of desert agriculture. Native American civilization and culture continues to influence American life today.



Riddles [1 exercises] 1



Where did the first Americans come from? Asia Hints: They arrived in America over 20,000 years ago. They came during the Ice Age. They crossed the Bering Strait. Cultural text: The First Americans (History )
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beginner unit 12 (b3) 

I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today. ... Do you want the CEO to confirm the meeting by telephone? ..... to invite sb over ... My pleasure.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3) 

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!










 








BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3) 

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 6 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B3) 

Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa! Sentence Pronunciation Spelling & 1-10 [19 sentence(s)]. A, B, C, D, E, F, G... My name is Beck. B-E-C-K. John Lopez. J-O-H-N.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 8 (B3) 

How many people live in Santa Fe? About 60,000 ... Key grammar explanations [6 grammar point(s)]. 1. Definite ... Grammar Practice [6 exercises]. 1. Make the ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B3) 

Can I take your name, sir? Sentence Pronunciation [24 sentence(s)]. I would like to reserve some business-class tickets to Boston. Can I reserve some ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 10 (B3) 

[You are at a trade fair.] Can I ask .... Word Order with speech recognition [16 exercises]. 1 weekends were made to have as ..... What will you start with? First I'm ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 10 (B3) 

[A customer approaches your stand at the trade fair.] Hello. ... Do you have a mailing list I can join? Just sign here to ..... Both of his names begin with 'J.' Cultural ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 10 (B3) 

$1 million. 6 ... It's a little expensive. Yes, it is ... It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. ... I need to look at my accounts with you. 12.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 10 (B3) 

Could I have some change for the phone? No problem. .... a cell phone a television set. 7 ... retire to the country date-stamp sell by date fade away timeless. 2.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B1) 

Thank you, see you soon! .... He watches Spanish TV shows. ... to watch music to dance pants to wear book to read. 2. Match the words from the dialogue with the ...... Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises]. 1 if you say the glass is.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B1) 

What is your name? .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ..... from the dialogue with the related words on the right. son daughter man woman father .... Make the following sentences plural. ...... Which of the follo










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...










 








expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.










 








EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea
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